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/abstract

The commercial potential of the autonomous underwater vehicle  AUV! is now just
beginning to be realized in the fields of environmental monitoring, oceanographic sampling,
and undersea search and survey. The AUV was initially conceived as a naval ordnance
delivery technology  torpedo!, but its possible uses have expanded with revolutions in
microelectronics, computing, sensing, battery technologIes, acoustics, and miniaturization.
MIT's Odyssey II vehicle exemplifies progress in this area. Even with these advances,
however, we regard the AUV technology as still m the infancy of its commercial potential.
In this report, we examine the potential opportunities~oth public and private � for the
application of AUV technologies in Massachusetts Bay. Our examination involves
interviews with a number of experts in the AUV field as well as a survey of natural resource
managers and ocean users in Massachusetts Bay. The common opmion we have encountered
in the course of this study is that, ar present, few if any existing research questions or
monitoring tasks specifically concerning Massachusetts Bay, including the Boston Harbor
Outfall Project, can be better addressed using AUVs than with conventional technology. This
conclusion results in part &om the fact that traditional research questions and monitoring
tasks are themselves posed in terms of conventional technology. Nevertheless, a prime
opportunity offered by the Boston Harbor Outfall study is to &arne new questions and
paradigms to demonstrate the applications of AUVs. Given the backdrop of existing
monitoring infi'astructure associated with this project, MIT Sea Grant might issue a challenge
to proponents of AUVs to demonstrate the suite of new capabilities, insights, econonues, and
needed technologies. With appropriate support, such a challenge could do much to advance
the use of this class of vehicle.



l. Introduction

This report summarizes the potential opportunities for use of the MIT autonomous
underwater vehicle  AUV! Odyssey II" and other AUVs in Massachusetts Bay, Bay users
now monitor the environment with a range of diferent technologies. Although still in the
R&D phase, autonomous underwater vehicles  AUVs! represent alternative sampling
platforms that may reduce the costs of environmental monitoring in some applications or
open new possibilities for characterizing complex environments. As a result, there may exist
a market for the services of AUVs in Massachusetts Bay.

In this report, we distinguish between the need and the demand for the environmental
monitoring services of the Odyssey II system. In economic terms, the demand for
environmental monitoring services is a need backed by both an ability and a wiHingness to
pay for them. Several experts contacted by the authors have identified needs for the kind of
data that might be generated by AUVs in Massachusetts Bay. If potential users are neither
able nor willing to purchase AUV systems or services, however, then there is no market.

One way in which to measure potential demand is first to forecast the growth of
industries or activities that either currently or might in the future possibly require the services
of AUVs. These industries and activities include surveys of subsea telecommunication
cables and energy pipelines; naval mine countermeasure tasks; underwater oil and natural gas
exploration, development and production; underwater mining for hard minerals or gems;
fisheries stock assessments; pollution monitoring, such as the tracking of gradients or plumes;
marine search and salvage; scientific uses, such as surveys ofhydrothermal vents or plankton
blooms; and underwater archaeological exploration  Merril 1999; Stone 1999; Irion 1998;
Nadis 1997; Fricke 1994!.

Forecasting the growth of ocean industries that might require the use af AUVs is
beyond the scope of this study. Other analysts recently have published estimates of the
growth of some industries that might employ AUVs. For example, John Westwood, a British
marine industry analyst, predicts that the world offshore oil and gas survey field will grow
fi.om the 1998 level of $1,1 bilhon to $1.5 billion in 2003  Westwood 1999!. Westwood
believes that AUVs will garner a share of this market, but he has not published an estimate of
the size of the share. Another prospective growth industry is transoceanic fiber optic cables.
KMI Corporation and Pioneer Consulting expect the international fiber optic cable market to
grow Rom about $12 billion in 1997 to $28 bilhon in 2003, representing a total of 890,000
km of undersea cable  ON&T 1999!. This market may hold significant potential for AUVs
serving in a survey mode, but this potential is as yet untapped. In contrast, even though
oceanographers have argued for the development of worldwide "autonomous oceanographic
sampling networks" involving potentially large numbers of AUVs  Webb, p.c., 1998; Kunzig

' Westwood also estimates that the world subsea production market will grow from $5 billon in 1998 to $7
billion in 2003 and the total world nondefense  " civil" ! marine market may be as large as $30 bilhon in
2003 .



1996; Curtin et al. 1993!, U.S. federal agency commitments to fund instrumentation may be
waning  lriorr 1998!.

Once industry growth projections are constructed, the costs of current technologies
would need to be compared to the costs of AUVs. For example, the costs of existing
technologies for environmental monitoring  ship time, labor, data processing! would need to
be compared with the costs of deploying AUVs per un' ofsantpled environmental data.
These costs include both capital costs and operating costs. At presetrt, the capital costs of
AUVs range &0m $50,000 to $500,000 per vehicle  lrion 1998!. Some large-scale AUVs
developed for military uses can cost more than $1 million  Curtin er aL 1993!. Operating
costs depend upon the method of deployment, the type of energy source, and the method of
navigation. Operating costs may be as low as $1,000 per day for small AUVs that can be
deployed &om a small vessel  SPI 1999!, If the expected unit costs of environmental
monitoring using AUVs are less than or equal to those for alternative technologies, then a
market for AUV services must exist.

AUV technology is still in a nascent stage, although it is developing rapidly. The
AUV technology typically is described as having three potential economic advantages over
current environmental monitoring and oceanographic sampling technologies  White 1999a;
Fricke 1994!. First, concerns about human safety that arise when humans scuba dive or
descend in submersibles are removed through the use of remotely operated  ROVs! or
autonomous vehicles. Second, an AUV potentially can exhibit more freedom of movemerit
because it is not fixed in one place, like a buoy, cumbersome to move, like a research vessel,
or tethered to a surface vessel, like an ROV. AUVs might be used to complement ROV or
submersible surveys to enhance "lateral" coverage or to shuttle samples to the surface
 Bellingham 1994!. Third, AUVs are cheap to build, and they are potentially expendable.

At present, for coastal envirorunental monitoring tasks, the potential economic
advantages of AUVs may not be fuDy realized. First, the cost advantage � in terms of
reduced risk to human health and lives � is not as significant in shallow water coastal
environments as it is in the deep sea. Second, the current state of technology for AUV
navigation systems and the requirements for battery power may limit the extent to which
AUVs are &ee to move around in the ocean  Travis 1993!. Navigation systems are
improving rapidly, but energy systems remain a constraint. One solution is to employ

' This trend may change if recommendations made by the National Oceanographic Research Leadership
Council  NORLC! are adopted  see Winokur 1999!. A Gulf of Maine regional effort to promote an ocean
observing system at different scales has been initiated  Incze et al, l999!, but the use of AUVs in that extort
has not been a primary focus.

3ROVs are underwater vehicles that are connected to a surface vessel with a tether through which power
can be supplied, commands can be issued, and data can be sent and received.

MT's Frank Van Mierlo estimates that the elimination of the tether tnay reduce costs fram between 25 to
75 percent  Merrill 1999!.



docking systems  described in the next section! that permit battery recharges. Another
solution is to emp]oy fue] cel]s. Third, AUVs are sti]] fairly costly to build. Small, lower-
cost AUVs under developmeltt by academic research institutes range &om $50,000 to
$100,000  White 1999b!, but, ideally, a vehicle for scientific purposes shouM cost &om
$10,000 to $50,000  Curtin er al. 1993!. Clearly, AUVs have not yet reached the stage at
which they might be considered to be expendable.

As depicted in Figure l, temporal and spatial scale differences among monitoring
technologies may render prob]ematic estonates of the demand for AUV services through
comparisons of unit costs. Many existing monitoring programs take place on a broad scale.
Sampling often is conducted Bom a research vessel or at data buoy stations. Sample data
also may be collected at infrequent, widely spaced intervals. AUV technology permits a
different type of sampling that occurs potentially over shorter distances at morc &equent
intervals. Data can then be up]aaded through a docking statIon and telemetered in real time
to shore.

Because of these differences, even though an AUV might collect data that is required
for a specific activity, the spatial and temporal needs for data in that activity are not
necessarily a close match to the AUV's capabilities for collecting data. Therefore, it may be
di%cu]t to measure demand for the AUV's services in this manner.

We have identified a wide range of human uses of Massachusetts Bay and its
resources. Each of these uses is potentially associated with measurement of oceanographic or
rneteoro]ogical parameters in the course of doing business or because of regulatory
requirements. In this report, we describe the range of human uses and associated
environmental monitoring activities  cf. Lohse and Kildow 1996!. For each activity, we
characterize the existing environmental monitoring needs and, where feasible, present data on
the costs of environmental monitoring. Based upon interviews with actual users and other
experts, we provide a qualitative assessment of the potential of MIT's Odyssey Il AUV
technology to replace existing sampling technologies.

In the conc]usian to this report, we present for each activity in Massachusetts Bay a
qualitative appraisal of both the need and the demand for the environmental monitoring
services of the Odyssey II system.

' The extent to which AUVs can be considered to be expendable may depend upon the mission and the
relative costs of alternative technologies. MIT's Jim Bellingham has suggested that AUVs costing around
$16,000 might be considered expendable in the application of oceanographic exploration  Nadis 1997!.

Note that the ABE vehicle has been designed to extend the time scale constraint depicted in Figure 1 to
h t e~ 10' ~d iO' d y..
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2. Basic Features and Modes of Deployment for AUVs in Coastal Monitortng

This section summarizes the principal operating features and deployment modes that
distinguish AUVs &om more conventional oceanographic research platforms and
technologies. Additional detail on the specifications, applications, and foreign and domestic
developers of more than sixty AUVs is provided in table 1.

Table 1 identifies the name of each AUV, its developer or owner, and the nationality
of the developer or owner. Next, the following AUV characteristics are compared: capital
cost; length  in meters!; width  in meters!; the energy source  type ofbattery or fuel cell!;
form of navigation  described below!; weight  in kilograms!; rnaximutn speed  in nautical
miles per hour!; maximum depth  in meters!; and range  in kilometers!. For at least three
reasons, table 1 has not been 6Hed in completely, First, AUVs are developed for different
purposes, and descriptive data that are useful for some AUVs may not be particularly
relevant for others, Second, many of the AUVs listed are still in the development phase, and
their capabilities and characteristics are under constant modification. Third, some of an
AUV's characteristics or capabilities may be considered proprietary.

There are several forms of navigation  Fricke [1994] presents a useful overview of
the types!. The first form of navigation is known as "dead reckoning"  DR!. An AUV can
be preprogrammed to navigate a trackline, logging the desired data at a preprogrenuned
intervaL The position of the vehicle is estimated based upon its initial location and its
velocity. The vehicle is retrieved at a preprogranuned or acoustically marked destination for
data retrieval, recharging, or recovery. A sophisticated form of dead reckoning, called an
"inertial navigation system"  INS!, involves the use of gyroscopes and sensitive
ace elerometets.

A second form of navigation is known as "acoustic navigation"  AN!. Pmgers
planted on the seabed allow the location of the vehicle to be identified with precision. Ultra-
short baseline  USBL! navigation uses one pinger for navigation over short distances; long
baseline  LBL! navigation employs multiple pingers which are used to triangulate the
vehicle's position over long distances. The vehicle's path cari be preprograrruned or it can be
steered with acoustic telemetry. In the latter mode, the path of the AUV could be modified,
but the operator's knowledge of data being logged at any time by the vehicle may be limited
by bandwidth of the acoustic telemetry. The vehicle could be retrieved at a preprograrnrned
or acoustica11y marked destination for data retrieval, servicing, or recovery. With a ship-
based operations center, it is not clear that this application of AUVs would be significantly
superior to ROV technology, and in some ways � such as duration of deployment, vehicle
speed, telecommunications, and signal processing � it may be inferior,7

' In the last two decades, significant advances have been made in the field of underwater acoustic telemetry
 Kilfoyle and Baggeroer I 999!. Research in this field is now very active, suggesting that irnprovetnents in
underwater communications are quite likely.
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An alternative mode of navigation is "terrain based navigation"  TBN!, in which
sonar images of the seafloor are compared to a pre-existing map of the seafloor. This mode
of navigatIon is limited to areas where the seafloor has been mapped in suf5cient detail.

One of the more valuable applications of AUVs would require the vehicle to modify
its track depending upon what it is sensing along the way. For example, if an AUV could
sense chlorophyll  Qrrorescence! or turbidity, with proper sensing and control engineering, the
vehicle could be used to contour the boundaries of an alga1 bloom or a sediment plume, Such
contours at several depths would provide valuable information that could not be obtained
readily by any other means. The vehicle could be retrieved at a preprograjInmed or
acoustically marked destination.

Alternatively, an AUV may be deployed &om a coastal site without use of a large
vessel. The AUV would navigate a trackline and return to a designated location
 predetermined or acoustically marked!. A principal advantage of this approach would be the
elimination of vessel-related costs and possible independence of related weather windows,

Engineers at WHQI and MIT have demonstrated the capability and practicality of
using a remote docking station as a long-term base of operation for AUVs  von Alt, p.c.,
1998!. This has been demonstrated in the deep sea by the Autonomous Benthic Explorer
 ABE! and in coastal waters using the Remote Environmental Measuring Units  REMUS! at
LEO 15 off the coast of New Jersey and by MIT Sea Grant's Odyssey 0 in Massachusetts
Bay. If the docking station is attached to the shore by fiber optic cable and power cable, as
for LEO 15, the AUV can be recharged, data downloaded, and the mission reprogrammed for
subsequent assignments. These features, employed at a docking station with its own
immobile sensing array, such as at Leo 15, add a significant dimension to the overall sensing
capabilities of the insta11ation. Alternatively, docking stations could be used for only some of
the above functionalities: battery recharge, data telemetry, or mission revision.

Given the feasibility of docking stations, there is no reason why a coastal area could
not be equipped with several docking stations to extend the range or survey capabilities of
one or more AUVs.

3. Relevant Activities and Demand for AUV Services in Massachusetts Bay

Table 2 matches the different types of marine activities that take place in
Massachusetts Bay with the kinds of environmental parameters or measurements that are
taken in support of that activity  check marks!. The presence of the letter "R" next to a check
mark indicates that government regulations may specifically require that the relevant
parameters be sampled.

8In-situ measurements of chemicals � some in tow concentrations � is an imyortant and active research
field  see, for example, Byrne er al. t 999!.
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Bellingham �998! identifies the following types of sensors that can be mounted on
the Odyssey II:

~ conductivity-temperature-depth  CTD!
~ 150, 300, and 1200 kHz acoustic Doppler current profiler/Doppler velocity log

 ADCP/DVL!
~ 8 element acoustic acquisition array
~ sub-bottom pinger
~ ultra-short baseline  USBL! tracking system
~ optical backscatter  OBS!
~ video camera

~ video 5'arne-grab image capture system

A utility acoustic modem can also be included on the AUV for communication with docking
buoys, As currently configured, the Odyssey II does not collect physical samples of the
water  in bottles!, although it may be possible to incorporate physical sampling in the future
 Morris, p.c., 1998!.

Me bottom row of table 2 identifies the existing capabilities of the Odyssey II
system, showing the extent to which Odyssey II is theoretically capable of meeting the
environmental monitoring needs of the different activities in Massachusetts Bay.

3.1 Basic and Applied Oceanography

The U.S. Geological Survey  USGS ! has been involved in oceanographic research to
predict the long-term fate of sediments and contaminants in Massachusetts Bay  Butman and
Bothner 1998!. The work incorporates data &om two stations in the bay: a subsurface one
located near the site of the Boston Harbor wastewater outfall, and one near Scituate. The
stations sample currents and CTD and take pictures ofbottom sediments to develop a
"regional picture" of the overall sediment environxnent of the bay. In cooperation with the
Coast Guard, the stations are visited to collect the data for about 3 days every 4 months.
Some bottom chemistry is also collected during these visits.

USGS is now building a telemetry system so that data can be collected in real time.
The data may be displayed at the New England Aquarium. For the subsurface station, this
will require an acoustic lmk between the sensor and a surface buoy. One advantage is that it
will be possible to tell immediately when the instrument fails or to reprogram the sampling
regime. It may still be necessary to visit the instruments every 4 months or so for anti fouling
and other maintenance.



An AUV may be useful in this broad-scale characterization of the sediment
environment  Butman, p.c., 1998!. For example, repeated transects by an AUV could be
used to collect data on large-amplitude internal waves that flow over Stellwagen Bank.
There is scientific interest in this phenomenon because of the possibility that the internal
waves may mobilize contaminants &om wastewater outflows that have settled in Stellwagen
Basin. Such a mobilization could be detrimental to the fish and mammal stocks on the Bank.

In the realm of applied oceanography, the National Ocean Research Leadership
Council has released a report to Congress  NORLC 1999! calling for an integrated ocean
observing system that would expand, coordinate, and sustain the nation's existing
"disparate observational systetns and data sets to maximize their utility for many users
and purposes"  NORLC 1999:exsumm.html!. The report identifies seven important
national needs to be met by such a system: forecasting climate variabihty; facilitating
safe marine operations; ensuring national security; managing living resources for
sustainable use; preserving healthy marine ecosystems and restoring degraded ones;
mitigating natural hazards; and ensuring public health.

NORLC envisions a system in which AUVs deployed in coastal waters will
contribute continuous measurements of temperature and salinity; daily or monthly
measurements of phytoplankton biomass; and yearly measurements of benthic species
biomass  NORLC 1999;chap3.html, Table 3,3-2!, The in&astructure plan calls for the
concentration of monitorUtg sites to be highest in coastal waters, particularly those off
major population centers. Such a system, assuming it is funded, represents long-term
demand for a modest but potentially expanding array of AUV services in Massachusetts
Bay  and in other coastal locations around the country!.

3.2 Wastewater Disposal - Boston Harbor Outfall

The Boston Harbor Outfall project is the result of a 1986 court order requiring the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority  MWRA! to bring wastewater treatment in the
greater Boston area into compliance with the 1972 Clean Water Act. The main elements of
the outfall project are new primary and secondary wastewater treatment plants; a 9.5-mile
outfall pipe that will carry effluent beyond Boston Harbor for discharge in the much deeper
waters of Massachusetts Bay; and monitoring for environments] impacts. The entire system
is slated to be fully operational in November 1999  Hunt, p.c., 1999!. It is expected to have
"very limited" environmental effects in Massachusetts Bay and virtually no effect on Cape
Cod Bay"  MWRA 1997c:1!.

Ihe outfall pipe is equipped with 440 differ ports over the last 125 tniles of its lengtlL Discharge Gem the
outfall pipe will be diluted in water depths of l00 feet in Massachusetts Bay, as opposed to the 30-foot depths of
Boston Harbor.



M~V$M.'s outfall monitoring program reflects a combination of EPA regulatory and
couxtwrdered requirements. A wide range of environmental parameters are monitored for
compliance with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System  NPDES! perxnit
under which the completed system will operate, and for potential impacts beyond those
predicted and deemed acceptable ixx the EPA's Supplemetxtal Environmental Impact
Statement. Monitoring will also support long-term management of the outfall itself  MWRA
1997a!. Baseline envixonxnental xnonitoring  Phase g has been ongoing since 1992, and
post-discharge monitoring  Phase H! will commence as soon as the outfall pipe is fully
operational. Not including certain special studies, the monitoring program is designed to
measure the same environmental paratnetexs and to employ consistent data-collection
methods across the two phases.

To date, baseline monitoring has provided greatly enhanced understanding of the
natural seasonal variability of the Massachusetts Bay systexn, as well as evidence of
substantial water-quality improvement in Boston Harbor as a result of systexn changes and
upgrades that have already been completed.' Post-discharge monitoring will test whether
change within the natural system exceeds certain levels identified in an 1VFWKK Contingency
Plan as "Caution" and "Warning" thresholds. The Contingency Plan is designed to set in
motion a process for confixxning parameter excedance, detextnining its causes and
significance, and identifying appropriate responses if the changes are found to be attributable
to the outfall PAVGA 1997c!.

Table 3 provides a summary of the specific environmental parameters monitored by
the N%VA  see also table 2!, which fall into six categories of wastewater constituent'.
nutrients, organic xnaterial, toxic contamixxants, pathogens, solids, and fioatables. Monitoring
is caxried out in four general categories of sample location � eQluent stream, water column,
benthos, and fish and shellfish tissue involves a combination of physical sample
collection and analysis, xnoored sensing, remote satellite sensing, plume tracking, and
acoustic surveying. Sampling &equencies range &om continuous sampling of basic
oceanographic conditions  i.e., temperature, salinity, water clarity, chlorophyll! to annual
surveys of hard bottom topography and contaminant concentrations in fish and shellfish.

Of the many requirements and activities that comprise the MMMs outfall
monitoxing program, AUVs are xnost suited to perforxn certain components of water column
monitoring that do not involve continuous sensing or physical sample collection. The main
possibilities are periodic surveys of water quality and plankton abundance, and special
plume-tracking studies. Even in these areas, however, it is xtot clear that AUVs, at least at
their current state of developxnent, would necessarily do the job better or moxe cost-
e6ectively than the methods and technologies that hPATA, currently employs for these tasks.

' 1xnprovements in water quality have been documented fo11owing upgrades in piping, pumping, and scorn
removal systems in the 1980s  M'&M 1993!, the discontinuation of s1udge disposal in Boston Harbor in
1991  hViVFA 1993!, and the start-up of the new primary treatment plant in 1995  MWRA 1997b!.



Monitoring Area Trigger Parameter

Total s ended solids
Biolo ical ox en demand
Patho enic indicator bacteria
Nitro en loadin
Toxic metals and or anic chemicalsEffluent

Toxici testin

Floatables

Oil and ease

Plant corn liance with ermit limits
Dissolved ox en concentration
Dissolve ox en res iration rate
CMoro h ll

Water Column Nuisance and noxious al ae

Zoo lankton

Di ffuser mixin

Benthic communi structure

Benthos Sediment ox en

Sediment toxic metal and or anic chemicals
Merc and PCBs in flounder, lobster, mussels
Lead in mussels

Fish and shellfish Li o hilic toxic contazninants
Liver disease in floUnder

Source: MWRA 1997a  Table 1-2, p. 1-4!.

Table 3: Trigger Parameters for M%RA Outfall Monitoring Program



Regular surveys of the water column are conducted at 5 depths  surface, pycnocline,
near-bottom, and two intermediate depths! at each of 47 sampling locations in Boston
Hatbor, Massachusetts Bay, and Cape Cod Bay  see Figure 2!. The 21 nearfield locations
 defined by 1VfV6& [1997b] as being within a rectangle with sides 5 km &om the outfall! are
surveyed 17 times per year, and the 26 farfield locations  farther than 7 km &om the outfall!
are surveyed 6 times per year." ln addition to 10 water-quality measurements taken at all 47
locations  temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, plankton, nutrients, solids, chlorophyll,
water clarity, photosynthesis, and respiration!, the nearfield surveys include observations of
marine mammals and sea turtles as well.

The regular surveys are performed &om a research vessel of approximately 45 feet,
which is staffed by a captain, a whalewatcher, a lead scientist, and 2 - 3 technicians. The
entire props of regular waterwolutnn monitoring requires an average of 49 days at sea
each year, which suggests an estimated annual cost in excess of $100,000.

At their present stage of development, AUVs do not appear to offer significant
advantages of cost, quality, or convenience over M%RA's regular water-column monitoring
program as currently configured. Of the program's 10 regularly sampled parameters, AUVs
can deploy sensors capable of detecting excedance of the Caution and Warning thresholds for
only two: dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll, Given this limited range of sensing capability, '
coupled with their unsuitability for coHecting physical samples, AUVs do not appear to
provide a means to avoid losing sampling days to bad weather' or to reduce ship-related
sampling costs appreciably.

Special plume-tracking surveys within the Phase II monitoring program may provide
some opportunity to exploit the special attributes of AUVs, but even here the opportunities
seem quite limited. For each survey, two squares of towed sensor arrays will collect
continuous data over the course of one day on salinity, temperature, nutrients, metals,
suspended solids, and rhodamine dye tracer. The survey area, which is defined approximately
by the horizontal dimensions of the tidal excursion, corresponds to the nearfield sampling
area  Figure 2!.

AUVs are excellent platforms for tracking dyes and collecting data on parameters
that can be sensed electronically, Given the spatial scales involved in the nearfield plume-

" No surveying is done irorn December through April  Hunt, p.c., 1999!.

" The overall sampling approach and the selection of nearfield sites were designed to accommodate a one-
day data "grab," and sampling of all 47 locations at 5 depths takes 3-4 days  Hunt, p.c., 1999!,
' An important background consideration is the outfall project's history and continuing prospect of
litigation, which is reflected in the monitoring program's exceptionally strong emphasis on high-quality
data and thorough quality-control measures.

' About 15/a to 25'/o of the planned 49 days of sampling per year are rescheduled because of weather.
Although the delays add inconvenience and probably some cost to the sampling program, they do not
seriously compromise the results  Hunt, p.c., 1999!.



Figure 2. MWRA outfall monitoring locations.
Source: h4WPA 1997 c  Fig. 24, pg. 22!.



tracking surveys, however, it is unlikely that AUVs can provide a cost-effective alternative to
cuxrent methods. The estimated costs of the plume-tracking surveys include capital costs of
$100,000 to $200,000 for the fuH suite of sensors, cables, and computers, plus another
$25,000 for back-up instrumentation to provide necessaxy redundancy. In addition, there are
annual operating costs of approximately I/5 person-year to maintain the system m workmg
order and another $1500 for routine recalibration of sensors.

There is, however, one facet of MWRA's special plume-tracking studies for which
AUVs are uniquely well suited and where demand may exist for their one-time use. A
farfield rhodamine dye experiment is planned for late 1999, which will involve towing a full
suite of sensors over a large area to verify the transport process model. This model serves as
one basis for predictions of environmental effects within Massachusetts and Cape Cod Bays.
Given that the plume is expected to be highly diffused before entering the farfield domain, it
may be satisfactory and more cost-efFective simply to deploy an AUV to transect the plume,
or to use an AUV in conjunction with ships. In the modeling exercise, the boundary
conditions are considered crucial, and AUV technology may be especiaHy useful in defining
these conditioxxs.

3.3 Dredged Materials Disposal

Harbor and channel dodging and disposal of dredged materials is an activity that
requires environmental monitoring, particularly whenever the dredged materials may be
contanunated. Currently Massport is conductmg a large-scale dredging project in Boston
Harbor, where much of the dredged material is contaminated. Massport is employing the
"con5ned aquatic disposal"  CAD! method to dispose of the dredged material. CAD
involves the dredging of "cells" in the haxbor bottom itself, at a depth of about 40 feet, into
which contaminated dredged material is placed before capping with uncontaaunated
materials. The cells are capped with at least one meter of sand to prevent the migration of
contaxninated sediments Bom the ceH. The original contents of each cell  prixnarily clean
"blue clay" ! are taken to a disposal site adjacent to the SteHwagen Bank National Marine
Sanctuary, Approximately 4-5 cells are planned in Boston Harbor, including a "supercell"
northeast of the Tobin Bridge  Babb-Brott, p.c., 1998!.

Regulations currently require monitoring during and imxnediately subsequent to the
capping of each ceH. In addition, geotechnical monitoring  multibeam and coring! wiH occur
on an annual basis thereafter. Approximately one-third of the initial monitoring activities wiH
involve geotechnical studies, including subbottom profiling, sidescan imaging, gravity
coring, and vibracoring. In addition, video will be taken of recently capped cells for visual
analysis of cap integrity. Two-thirds of the monitoring activity involves water column
chemistry sampling using sample bottles cast from a research vessel. There will be no
monitoring at the Massachusetts Bay site, because clean material is being disposed there.
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The Army Corps of Engineers  ACoE! is experimenting with the deployment of
tripod sonar reflectors in the cells. These reflectors are placed on top of the dredged material
prior to the placement of the cap matenal. The tripods wiD not reflect a sonar signal unless
the capping material has been eroded or displaced. Annual acoustic passes will permit an
estimate of cap integrity based upon the absence of sonar returns &an the buried reflectors.

It is possible that an Odyssey vehicle could be used to monitor cap integrity, to map
the position and shape of the caps, and to sample some parameters at each of the capped sites.
The original CAD plan for Boston Harbor involved the creation of about 50 disposal cells. In
this situation, an AUV might provide a cost-effective technology for monitoring at a large
number of locations on an annual basis. This argument is not as strong when the number of
sites is small, as in the current configuration.

Massachusetts and ACoE are currently involved in developing a Dredged Material
Management Plan  D~! for the state. In 1996, the Seaport Bond Bill authorized up to
$100 million for dredging the ports of the state. Gloucester, Salem, New Bedford, and FaIl
River are the first four ports to be considered for dredging using these funds. Although aU of
the conceivable disposal alternatives, including land-based containment, are being
considered, in reality CAD appears to be the most cost-effective and environmentally sound
disposal technology. For example, a current federal dredging project in Hyannis Harbor
involves the construction of a CAD cell. Although the DMMP is still in preparation, it is
likely that municipalities will be responsible for management and monitoring of the disposal
sites. At this juncture, it appears that these monitoring programs may not be at the scale at
which the use of an AUV may be cost-effective.

3.4 Fish Stock Assessinent and Management

Fisheries management might benefit &m the use of AUVs to monitor fisheries
closures, and through acoustic surveys. Stock assesstnents are still conducted using the time-
tested methodology of sampling fish stocks by random tows of trawls. CTD casts are also
done with each tow. The Northeast Fisheries Science Center  NEFSC! has just initiated an
acoustic sampling program, which is in its third year. Acoustic surveys work well for pelagic
stocks such as mackerel and squid,  Atlantic herring are diKcult to spot because they have no
swim bladders!. Groundfish are problematic and dificult to survey with acoustic
technologies. In geneml, it is necessary to verify the target species with either a tow or a
video camera. The NEFSC stock assessment chiefbelieves there is a need for broadscale
acoustic surveys, but this may not be feasible with AUVs  Azarovitz, p.c., 1998!.' What
may be tnore feasible is the use of AUVs for fine-scale surveys in specific habitat areas, such
as those for juvenile habitat or essential fish habitat. AUVs could also be used for video
imaging of shellfish habitat  e.g., scallop beds!.

" YIie Norwegian "HUGIN" AUV has been tested as a fisheries stock assessment tool. One problem is that
the AUV platform scares fish away, resitling in a sampling bias  Vestganl er al. 1999!.
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries  DMF! is
involved in stock assessment, using a modified dragger, of the species assemblage in inshore
waters, including Massachusetts Bay  Stevens, p.c., 1998!. A one-quarter-inch net is used to
sample juveniles. These data are integrated with the wider-scale NMFS assessments in one
database. CTD casts and dissolved oxygen are sampled at each station. The Massachusetts
assessments tend to focus on graund6sh. A separate eFoxt is used to sample quahog
densities using hand tongs and hydraulic dredges, and divers are used to map juvenile
burrows and habitat for lobsters. Tows are conducted at about 100 stations twice a year  May
and September!. DMF scientists feel that there may be some potential for using an AUV to
survey the coastal river herring stocks  McKieman, p.c., 1998!.

3.5 Ecological Status and Habitat Monitoring

NOAA's National Undersea Research Program  NURP! has funded a "seaQoor
habitat monitoring program" in Stelwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary for several
years  Auster, p,c,, 1998!, The focus of the program is to assess and xnonitor biological
diversity. This program involves the deployment of an ROV Born a research vessel during
about one week per year. A camera sled is towed &om a smaller vessel �5-foot boat! for a
total of about 30 days per year. Data collected include bottom caxnera images and CTD
measurements.

NURP has proposed a "pelagic fish habitat project" which aaords a possible role for
AUVs but has not yet been funded. The purpose of the project is to map temporal changes in
&ontal boundary structures. Data would be collected &om CTD and ADCP instruments.
Stock assessments using net tows and vessel-xnounted hydroacoustic surveys would be used
to map changes in the short-term distribution of important species. If funded, the proposed
work could include use of an AUV for sampling after storm events or for exaxniining
diumaVnoctuxnal species behavior.

3.6 Cetacean Research

The Center for Coastal Studies  CCS! in Provincetown has for several years been
conducting a program of research focusing on right whales and their environxnent  Mayo,
p.c., 1998!. In particular, CCS researchers have studied the behavior of right whales in
relation to the spatial distribution of prey plankton species. CCS research focuses on
plankton densities "close to the xnouth" of the right whale, as opposed to general distribution
patterns. CCS conducts about 20 to 25 cruises a year on a 40-foot research vessel. They
sample zooplankton in nets close to surface-feeding right whales, and they do logging and
vertical CTD casts. They will be using a flourimeter this year to measure phytoplankton and,
with 1VPMtk assistance, they will be analyzing nutxients in water samples. Charles Mayo,
CCS Director, has an interest in the potential developxnent of an AUV fitted with a particle
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counter or a video plankton recorder  VPR! that might be able to fallow particle gradients.
Such a technology, if it could be developed, would permit uisight inta the subsurface feeding
behavior of the right whale. Application of this technology would complement the existing
sampling and research programs at CCS.

The Cetacean Research Unit  CRU!, a nonprofit environmental research center in
Glaucester, has been studying the feeding behavior ofhumpback whales. CRU uses a 50
kHz echosounder on a 27-foot research vessel &am one to four days a week fi'om April
through November. The echosounder is used to map the vertical density of prey species,
especially the sand lance, and relate that density to the feeding behavior and decisionmaking
of humpbacks, According to CRU, the Odyssey 11 vehicle would be useful for collecting
data on the vertical distribution of humpback prey  Weiarich, p.c., 1998!.

3.7 Activities Generating No Current Demand for AUV Services

Certain activities represent significant or potentially significant uses of Massachusetts
Bay that so far have not generated demand for AUV services. These activities are briefly
reviewed below, beginning with those where potentia11y important AUV apphcations have
been identified but demand has not yet matenalized � whether because relevant aspects of the
activity itself are not yet sufficiently understood  e.g., fishing! or because the scale of the
activity does not currently justify such an expenditure  aquaculture, whale watching, sand
and gravel mining, archaeology/salvage!. Other activities for which demand is likely to
remain limited to infrequent events  oil spiH monitoring resulting from conunercial shipping
accidents! or is essentially nonexistent  recreational yachting/boating and whalewatching! are
not analyzed.

3.7.1 Commercial and Recreational Fishing. Use of AUVs by commercial fishing
operations is presently at the conceptual level, Environmental data collected and utilized by
commercial fishing include surface conditions, depth, and acoustic location of fish stocks. It
has been suggested that AUVs could monitor corridors for fish movement, thereby enhancing
the effectiveness of trawler operations  SPI 1999!. Acoustic location of pelagic 6sh stocks
might be feasible with an AUV, but at present this does nat appear to be cost-effective.
Identification of oceanographic temperature or density "fi ants" may be useful if correlated
with the location of target stocks  Auster, p,c., 1998!, Understanding the association between
fonts and stocks is an undeveloped area of research. Recreational 6shing operations, where
the need for environmental data is similar to that for commercial fishing, are also unlikely to
be major users of AUV technologies in the foreseeable future.

3.7.2 Aquaculture. There are only a few offshore aquaculture operations in
Massachusetts Bay. These involve small-scale scallop cage operations off Provincetown
 Dutra Project! and at select locations m the Bay. Most aquaculture is nearshore, focusing on
hard clam, mussel, or oyster grow-out operations. One expert on aquaculture technology at
MIT Sea Grant believes that there is a need for the collection of real-time data for both
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coastal and oQshore aquaculture  Goudey, p.c., 1998!. Important parameters te be measured
are temperature, chlorophyll, zooplankton densities, and harmful algal bloom events.
Sensors at moored buoys and on AUVs would be useful in this regard. AUVs might have an
advantage in monitoring suspended or dissolved eKuents under !arge-scale net-pen
operations, such as those for sahnon growwut a]ong the coast of Maine. AUVs could also be
iised to detect and deter predators, to influence school behavior, or to take biomass
measurements  substitutirig for scuba divers in this regard!. Open ocean sites, such as the
Seastead site south of Martha's Vineyard, could be monitored with an AUV, which could
collect data on scallop health, mortality, inovement, and interactions with other species,

3.7,3 Sand and Gravel Mining. Sand atid gravel mining is prohibited in the
Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, and currently there are no such operations in
the onshore waters of Massachusetts Bay. Some sand and gravel mining is undertaken closer
to shore in connection with beach replenishment and shoreline protection projects. There may
be a role for AUVs in leaining more about the uncertain effects of such projects on shoreline
processes and other coastal uses.

3.7.4 Archaeology/Salvage. There may be a limited need for the sidescan and sub-
bottom profiling capabilities of the Odyssey II in a broadscale archaeological assessment or
survey of areas in Massachusetts Bay. Historic shipwrecks and other underwater cultural
resources are known to exist on Stellwagen Bank and along the Massachusetts coastline.
There appears to be minimal need for AUV environmental monitoring in underwater salvage
or archaeological study and recovery operations. Demand for these services is nonexistent at
present and is not likely to be more than sporadic in the future.

4. Conclusion

ltus short review suggests that the era of the AUV is still largely ahead of us. The
technology is very piomising but has yet to demonstrate economic or technological
superiority for general-pinpose oceanographic research or ecological monitoring purposes.
Consequently, the demand for AUV services remains moderate at best, even where the
perceived need for such services is relatively high  see table 4!.

ln part this is because conventional ship-based survey methods, fixed instrument
deployments, and ROV alternatives fulfill much of the present operational potential of
AUVs. Also, appioaches to planning, analyzing, and interpreting field surveys are
conditioned by conventional sampling strategies  e.g., vertical profiles at discrete stations!.

AUVs are most likely to find initial application as an integrated part of a coastal
ocean observation system, such as LEO-15, which already incorporates an AUV, or the
comprehensive national system recently proposed by the National Ocean Research
Leadership Council.
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Table 4: Ocean Use Activities in Massachusetts Bay and the Need/
Demand for AUV Envirorunental Monitoring Services

DemandActivi Need

Basic & Applied Oceanography
Wastewater Disposal  Boston Outfall!
Dredged Material Disposal
Stock Assessments

Ecological/Habitat Monitoring
Cetacean Research

Commercial Fishing
Recreational Fishing
Aquaculture
Whale Watching
Sand & Gravel Mining
Archaeology/Salvage
Commercial Shipping
Recreational Yachtin

High
High

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

None

Low

Low

None

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None



We strongly recommend demonstration projects as a way for proponents of AUV
technology to test and showcase this class of vehicles, Such projects would be especially
useful and productive in areas where conventional survey ar research in&astructure is
currently deployed, so that comparative assessments of technical and cost benefits can be
made. The Boston Harbor Outfall Project provides such an opportunity, and M1T Sea Grant
may wish to consider a program to support coordinated demonstration projects for AUVs in
this very important, ongoing activity within Massachusetts Bay.
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